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The must-have survival guide for all young explorers from chief scout, adventurer, writer and television presenter, Bear Grylls. Learn vital
emergency signals, important codes, and how to start a fire in the wild. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear. Embark on an
amazing adventure with Bear Grylls as you explore the wild outdoors.
Get ready to keep fit and have fun in the wild with Bear Grylls. Learn why exercise is so important and discover some great games and
workouts to stay in top shape. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear.
Provides the most practical and accessible survival skills and information necessary to survive the worst circumstances and make it out alive.
Embark on an amazing adventure with Bear Grylls to explore the great outdoors. Learn how to prepare for the outdoors in winter, how to
identify and prevent hypothermia, and how to keep warm and dry on cold nights. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear.
Ever wanted to be an adventurer like Bear Grylls? If you do, you will need to know all about knots! In this practical field guide you will learn
how to tie them, climb them, coil and transport them, you will be an expert in no time! With full-colour illustrations throughout, this book will
appeal to scout groups, as the topic coincides with scout badges.
HOW TO STAY ALIVE IN THE WOODS is a practical, readable-and potentially indispensable-manual for anyone venturing into the great
outdoors. Broken down into four essential sections, Sustenance, Warmth, Orientation and Safety, this enlightening guide reveals how to
catch game without a gun, what plants to eat (full-color illustrations of these make identification simple), how to build a warm shelter, make
clothing, protect yourself and signal for help. Detailed illustrations and expanded instructions, newly commissioned for this deluxe edition,
offer crucial information at a glance, making How to Stay Alive in the Woods truly a lifesaver.
“Bear Grylls is a veritable superhero….The former UK Special Forces paratrooper has braved the world’s harshest environments.” —Hampton
Sides, Outside Magazine “Bear Grylls is one tough, crazy dude.” —Washington Post THE THRILLING #1-BESTSELLING MEMOIR BY THE
ADVENTURE LEGEND AND STAR OF NBC'S RUNNING WILD WITH BEAR GRYLLS Bear Grylls has always sought the ultimate in
adventure. Growing up on a remote island off of Britain's windswept coast, he was taught by his father to sail and climb at an early age.
Inevitably, it wasn't long before the young explorer was sneaking out to lead all-night climbing expeditions. As a teenager at Eton College,
Bear found his identity and purpose through both mountaineering and martial arts. These passions led him into the foothills of the mighty
Himalayas and to a karate grandmaster's remote training camp in Japan, an experience that soon helped him earn a second-degree black
belt. Returning home, he embarked upon the notoriously grueling selection course for the British Special Forces to join the elite Special Air
Service unit 21 SAS—a journey that would push him to the very limits of physical and mental endurance. Then, disaster. Bear broke his back
in three places in a horrific free-fall parachuting accident in Africa. It was touch and go whether he would walk again, according to doctors.
However, only eighteen months later, a twenty-three-year-old Bear became one of the youngest climbers to scale Mount Everest, the world's
highest summit. But this was just the beginning of his many extraordinary adventures. . . . Known and admired by millions as the star of Man
vs. Wild, Bear Grylls has survived where few would dare to go. Now, for the first time, Bear tells the story of his action-packed life. Gripping,
moving, and wildly exhilarating, Mud, Sweat, and Tears is a must-read for adrenaline junkies and armchair explorers alike.
The star of the UK survival series "Man vs. Wild" recounts his adventurous life, from sailing and climbing on the Isle of Wight, where he grew
up, via his experiences with mountaineering and martial arts, to the free-fall parachuting accident in Africa that almost left him paralyzed.
Make the most of the warmest season of the year and embark on a summer adventure with Bear Grylls.
Discover the amazing world of the rainforest as you embark on a wild adventure with Bear Grylls. Discover the plants and animals of the
jungle, find out what to take on a rainforest expedition, and learn some incredible survival skills. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips
from Bear.
Ever wanted to be an adventurer like Bear Grylls? If you do, you will need to know all the skills required to stay safe while exploring! In this
practical field guide, readers will learn how to signal for help, how to find water and how to safely gather food - and much more. With fullcolour illustrations throughout, the title will appeal to scout groups, as the topic coincides with scout badges.
In the spirit of the multi-million copy bestselling SAS Survival Handbook comes the ultimate survival guide for the 21st century, from worldfamous adventurer and former SAS soldier Bear Grylls. For more than a decade, Bear Grylls has introduced TV viewers to the most dramatic
wilderness survival situations, through his hit shows such as Man Vs. Wild. Now, with How to Stay Alive, Bear brings readers inside the wide
variety of vital survival tactics he utilizes all the time, from basic everyday skills like avoiding blisters, to once-in-a-lifetime events like surviving
a kidnapping. Opening with the basic survival skills—assembling your survival kit, making a fire, building a shelter—and then moving on to more
specific survival events, such as escapes, dealing with harsh terrain, and medical emergencies, Grylls is a sure guide for any type of disaster
situation. Along the way we learn how to: survive in a life raft; land a helicopter in an emergency; treat hypothermia and frostbite; escape from
quicksand; and numerous other essential, fascinating tips. For serious outdoorspeople, weekend warriors, and even couch potatoes looking
for a vicarious thrill, How to Stay Alive is an invaluable guide. Featuring numerous illustrations and diagrams throughout to accompany the
text, How to Stay Alive will be the definitive outdoor survival tome for years to come.
Embark on an amazing adventure with Bear Grylls to explore the great outdoors. Learn how to navigate in a desert landscape, how to gather
food and water safely, and how to build a shelter to keep you dry and warm at night. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear.
Embark on an amazing hiking adventure with Bear Grylls Learn how to cross a river, forge a trail, and how to stay safe while out hiking
Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear. The must-have survival guide for all young explorers from chief scout, adventurer,
writer and television presenter, Bear Grylls.

"Embark on an exciting adventure in the great outdoors with Bear Grylls. Discover how to camp in the wild, find out how to spot
and avoid dangers, learn how to find your way in any environment, and master some amazing knots. Includes step-by-step
instructions and tips from Bear" -- Page [4] cover.
From the world-famous survival expert,learn how to make everyday an unforgettable adventure Life in the outdoors teaches us
invaluable lessons. Encountering the wild forces us to plan and execute goals, face danger, push our "limits," and sharpen our
instincts. But our most important adventures don't always happen in nature's extremes. Living a purpose-driven, meaningful life
can often be an even greater challenge. . . . In A Survival Guide for Life, Bear Grylls, globally renowned adventurer and television
host, shares the hard-earned wisdom he's gained in the harshest environments on earth, from the summit of Mt. Everest to the
boot camps of the British Special Forces: What are the most important skills to learn if you really want to achieve your maximum
potential? How do you keep going when all the oddsare stacked against you? How can you motivate a team to follow youin spite
of apparent risks? Filled with exclusive, never-before-told tales from Bear's globe-trekking expeditions, A Survival Guide for Life
teaches every reader—no matter your age or experience—that we're all capable of living life more boldly, of achieving our most
daring dreams, and of having more fun along the way. Here's to your own great adventure!
The complete guide to living in the wild from the ultimate survival expert In this essential guide to living wild, Bear Grylls reveals
the secrets of his years of fieldcraft experience. This is the information you really need to know about living in the field from the
man who has passed 21 SAS selection, climbed Everest and survived in some of the most inhospitable regions on Earth. In his
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inimitable style, Bear has thrown out everything that's boring about scouting and fieldcraft and concentrated only on what's
exciting, inspirational and a little bit edgy. It's all here, from mastering the art of making the perfect campfire and constructing the
best camp, to navigating safely through all terrains in all weathers - with or without a map...The only other thing you'll need is this
book! Bear Grylls served for three years with the British Special Forces - 21 SAS. He is a world-record-breaking adventurer, a
bestselling author and one of the world's most sought-after motivational speakers. Bear's prime-time adventure tv series reaches
over a bilion viewers worldwide in over 150 countries. He was recently awarded an honorary commission as a LieutenantCommander in the Royal Navy for his endeavours with both adventure and charity. He is married to Shara and they have three
sons, Jesse, Marmaduke and Huckleberry.
Explore the wild woodlands with Bear Grylls in this ultimate survival guide.
The Survival Skills HandbookCamping, Maps & Navigation, Knots, Dangers & Emergencies
Bear Grylls is fitter, stronger and readier than ever to take on the challenges of the wild, thanks to a revolutionary new fitness
program. And at the heart of Bear's personal training regime are fast-paced, dynamic workouts that can be done anywhere by
anyone - men and women, young and old - in just 30 minutes or less! Select your workout: choose from Kettlebell Resistance
training, Bodyweight workouts or Primal Power stretch sessions. Try one of Bear's epic Hero workouts for his ultimate challenge of
all three disciplines combined ... Learn the moves: select your express workout based on the time you have available - be it 3
minutes or 30 - and then, as Bear says, 'It's time to get BG fit!' Train hard but eat natural: follow Bear's simple and straightforward
advice on fueling your body for maximum success and sustained health benefits. Train more efficiently with fast and achievable
results - a fitter, stronger, healthier you is just around the corner. Go on, it's your life - train for it!
The exciting second book in the new young readers series from survival expert and Chief Scout BEAR GRYLLS. Sophie loves
activity camp . . . but is terrified of insects. It's so bad that she won't go into the tent on her own, just in case something flies at her,
or she steps on a creepie-crawlie. But when she's given a compass by one of the other boys on the campsite, Sophie is magically
transported to the desert on an adventure where they're impossible to avoid! With the help of survival expert Bear Grylls as her
guide, she will learn how to withstand the extreme temperatures of the desert and how to spot mirages, encounter giant camel
spiders, deadly scorpions and snakes . . . but will Sophie overcome her fear of insects back in the real world? And who will she
give the compass to next? Each book in this fun new 12-book series from BEAR GRYLLS follows a different child on the outdoor
activity camp. Once they are given the magical compass, they meet the inspirational adventurer in an amazing place and learn
new skills and facts they can take back with them to their real life.
Ever wanted to be an adventurer like Bear Grylls? This practical field guide provides essential information about the skills required to use
maps in the wild. Readers will learn how to use a compass, where to find the North Star and how to navigate - and much more. With fullcolour illustrations throughout, the title will appeal to scout groups, as the topic coincides with scout badges.
'Just *wonderful*. A breath of fresh air in a book. Sal is a story with incredible heart, told so beautifully and with such clarity and grace I can
hardly believe it's a debut! I loved it' JOANNA CANNON, author of THE TROUBLE WITH GOATS AND SHEEP AN OBSERVER 'NEW FACE
OF FICTION 2018' This is a story of something like survival. Sal planned it for almost a year before they ran. She nicked an Ordnance Survey
map from the school library. She bought a compass, a Bear Grylls knife, waterproofs and a first aid kit from Amazon using stolen credit cards.
She read the SAS Survival Handbook and watched loads of YouTube videos. And now Sal knows a lot of stuff. Like how to build a shelter
and start a fire. How to estimate distances, snare rabbits and shoot an airgun. And how to protect her sister, Peppa. Because Peppa is ten,
which is how old Sal was when Robert started on her. Told in Sal's distinctive voice, and filled with the silent, dizzying beauty of rural
Scotland, Sal is a disturbing, uplifting story of survival, of the kindness of strangers, and the irrepressible power of sisterly love; a love that
can lead us to do extraordinary and unimaginable things.
Bestselling author Bear Grylls is best known for his seven seasons on National Geographic's Man vs. Wild, his current NBC TV series,
Running Wild with Bear Grylls, and his adventures climbing ice cliffs, running through forest fires, and parachuting from balloons. Nature has
taught Bear some important lessons, and behind every feat is a story of grit, determination, and strength found in faith. In Soul Fuel, Bear
shares the backstories behind many of his most daring expeditions and how his faith gave him the purpose and power to carry on in 365
devotions as he explores themes of hope, courage, risk, heaven, and more. Bear says: "I often don't feel very strong. Life can be a battle. We
all feel that from time to time. But any strength I do have seems to come in the quiet moments at the start of my day. It comes when I am on
my own, on my knees. It comes from taking time to be still with God. . . . So for me, starting my day like this really helps. It is like food. Like
good fuel for the soul." Already a bestselling author, Bear is ready to open up on themes of faith, and Soul Fuel is perfect for fans of Bear's
TV series and for those who love to read about survival.
Discover the world's most amazing mountains, and the extraordinary climbers who conquered them. Battle extreme weather, high altitude,
treacherous rocks, and many other dangers as you venture up the tallest, steepest, and most incredible peaks on the planet.
Straightforward advice on what to do under threat of a dangerous situation.
Get ready to rustle up some delicious campfire food with Bear Grylls. Learn how to start a fire, the best food to take on an expedition, plus
some tasty recipes. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear.
You’re alone in the forest on a fine autumn day with nothing but a multitool. You’re stuck there for a week. Should you be more worried
about finding a source of uncontaminated water or about a bear that might be in the area? Neither, says Les Stroud. The bear will most likely
avoid you, and dehydration will affect you faster than parasites in untreated water. Your bigger worry should be shelter—the daytime might be
nice, but it’s likely going to be cold at night. And that’s just the beginning. The concept of Survivorman is simple: left in a remote location,
Les must survive for seven days on his own without food, water or equipment. Now, he shares his expert knowledge in Survive!, a fully
illustrated guide based on his experiences on six continents and filled with field-tested advice. Many books on survival are culled from Second
World War–era training techniques that are out-of-date or just plain wrong. Survive! debunks these dated myths, exploring basic and
advanced tactics that show you how to cope in any survival situation. Brought to life with Les’s own anecdotes and the tales of others,
Survive! is the perfect manual for anyone -- from beginner to armchair traveller to seasoned explorer -- who wants to meet nature’s dangers
with confidence. As Les writes, “If you believe you can make it through the bad times, and you are not intimidated by the forces of nature,
you will markedly increase your chances of survival.” SURVIVE! includes detailed information on the following: preparing for survival,
mentally and physically fire-making techniques basic survival kit components finding, collecting and making water sources of food types of
shelter
Are you ready to be an explorer? Do you know how to cope with searing heat and intense cold? Can you find food and water in the wild?
Avoid deadly diseases? Fight back against man-eating beasts? Bear Grylls World Adventure Survival Camp will teach you everything you
need to know to cope in all weather and terrain. The perfect gift for any young adventurers in training.
Take on the toughest challenges that nature can throw at you with the ultimate visual guide to camping, wilderness, and outdoor survival
skills. Written by Colin Towell, an ex-SAS Combat Survival Instructor, The Survival Handbook is bursting with survival tips, manual skills,
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camping essentials, and advice on how to improvise, survive, and get found - on land or at sea. Combining proven, no-nonsense military
survival skills with ingenious bushcraft techniques, specially commissioned illustrations, and accessible step-by-step instructions show you
how to survive in the wild. Learn how to plan your expedition, how to make a fire, and how to build a shelter and everything you need to know
about wild food and natural dangers. Revel in inspirational real-life survival stories and be prepared for every outdoor situation. From survival
basics, such as finding water and catching fish, to extreme survival situations including being adrift at sea or lost in the jungle, The Survival
Handbook will steer you through life's toughest adventures in the world's harshest climates. Whether you are preparing for a camping trip or
going further afield, The Survival Handbook is a perfect guide to the great outdoors in a handy size to pack.
Ever wanted to be an adventurer like Bear Grylls? If you do, you will need to know all the skills required to survive camping in the wilderness!
In this practical field guide readers will learn how to choose the best site, how to build shelters and how to make a solar shower - and much
more. With full-colour illustrations throughout, this book will appeal to scout groups, as the topic coincides with scout badges.
Embark on an amazing adventure with Bear Grylls to explore the great outdoors. Learn what to pack on a polar expedition, which creatures to
avoid, and how to hunt on the ice. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear.
'No one could fail to be gripped by his heartfelt excitement and emotion over what was the adventure of a lifetime' Independent At the age of
twenty-three, Bear Grylls became one of the youngest Britons to reach the summit of Mount Everest. At extreme altitude youth holds no
advantage over experience, and it is generally acknowledged that younger climbers have more difficulty coping with the adverse effects of
mountaineering. Nevertheless, only two years after breaking his back in a freefall parachuting accident, Bear Grylls overcame severe weather
conditions, fatigue, dehydration and a last-minute illness to stand on top of the world's highest mountain. Facing Up is the story of his
adventure, his courage and humour, his friendship and faith.
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